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Markets: Directional Audio

Field of beams
Architects might dream of vaulted halls, but such spaces can be a nightmare acoustically.
Gez Kahan hears the case for directional audio

Montparnasse is one of 500 railway stations in France for which Active Audio
has provided sound reinforcement (see box, page 25)

F

or a mere $11.95 (€8.40) you can
buy a novelty ringtone for your
mobile phone that perfectly
illustrates the need for directional audio
technology. AudioSparx’s ‘Generic USA
Airport Check in Area – mid 1980s’
combines a general reverberant
backwash of excited children,
meaningless chatter and various noises
with gloriously indecipherable
announcements. It harks back to the
days when you had to strain to make
out anything that arrived via a public
address system.
There have been two main factors
behind the development of
beam-steering products as a method of
improving speech intelligibility in the
quarter of a century since AudioSparx’s
sample was recorded. Health and safety
has imposed an obligation, while the
advent of digital signal processing has

provided the means. The scientific
principles, however, have been
recognised for much longer.
“Long room reverberation blurs
syllables and inhibits intelligibility,” says
Xavier Meynial, technical director for
Active Audio, a French manufacturer of
DSP column speakers. “The obvious
solution is to strengthen the direct
sound. Distributed systems don’t fare
so well in large reverberant spaces where
for each listener, only the loudspeaker
situated close to him increases the
direct sound significantly, while all the
others increase the reverberated sound.
An alternative is to act on the directivity
of the source, for which there are two
main techniques: horns and
loudspeaker arrays.”
“Designs dating back to the 1930s
show that engineers were starting to
build simple loudspeaker arrays

‘The two
technologies – DSP
columns and
concert line arrays
– tend to merge’
Xavier Meynial, Active Audio

(column loudspeakers) to gain more
directivity and throw,” adds Nick
Screen, international business
development manager for Duran
Audio, which pioneered the
development of beam-steering systems
in the 1990s. “Due to their limited
frequency range and the frequencydependent directional behaviour,
loudspeaker columns were mainly used
for speech reinforcement. With the
development of high-quality horns in
the 1970s, loudspeaker columns lost
ground and before the line array ‘gold
rush’ it was common in touring sound
to see large ‘golf ball’ arrays of
loudspeakers.
“The goals then, as now, were
coverage of the audience area with
evenness of SPL and frequency
response,” he continues. “What has
changed are the tools available to

Setting up an intercom system isn’t rocket science...At least it shouldn’t be.
Advanced Digital Networking from ASL. Brilliantly simple.
With ASL Digital, setting up your show is as easy as one-two-three. First, set up groups in the user-friendly
ConfigurIT™ software and give every user a unique ID number. Assign ID’s by name, job title, or location.
Then, simply plug into the network and log in. The matrix recognizes you, and instantly sets up your groups
and other preferences. Beltpacks remember current IDs, so they log on at a touch – anywhere!
Now, put it to work. Take advantage of person-to-person (PTP) calling from every user station. Text messages
to anyone on the network. Beltpacks with touch-sensitive iN-touch™ volume controls. Plus, the build quality
you expect from ASL.
Utmost performance + utter simplicity = ASL Digital. The winning formula.
Details at www.asl-communications.com
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Key points
. The theory of beam steering has long been understood but
implementation was tricky until powerful DSP became available

. Health and safety requirements for improved PA/VA intelligibility have
been a major driver for the market

. Because beam steering works best over a narrow frequency range,
speech reinforcement remains its most useful application

. Manufacturers are nonetheless seeking ways to use beam-steering
techniques within other fuller-range applications

. Individual units are intrinsically costly, though in project terms a
beam-steering solution is often cost-effective. Increased competition
and a growing market, however, mean prices are likely to fall

sound system designers. Modern DSP
controlled arrays offer a level of
accuracy never before achievable. Now
not only can we cover the audience
area but we can avoid the reflective
surfaces, increasing the ratio of direct
to reverberant sound and therefore
intelligibility and clarity.”

Beam me down, Scotty
The ‘beam’ element of a beam-steering
system comes from the densely packed
individual drivers in a line array
combining their outputs – some
constructively (to reinforce) and others
destructively – to result in a narrow
beam of sound and therefore less
overspill onto reverberant surfaces.

Steering involves the use of DSP such
as filters and delays on the individual
elements of the array so that the
arrayed audio signal – the ‘wavefront’ –
is no longer parallel to the front of the
array itself, changing the vertical angle
of the beam. This has immediate
advantages in allowing for more
latitude in the positioning of speakers
(to suit the fabric of the building,
architects’ specifications and so on)
while still directing the sound exactly
where it’s wanted.
Such electronic wizardry obviously
doesn’t come cheap, but as Graham
Hendry, business development
director for Tannoy, explains:
“Treating a venue with absorptive or

Tannoy’s QFlex beam-steering array system driver

diffuse surfaces can be prohibitively
expensive; so while the piece-part
cost of a digitally steerable column
might seem high, you may be
spending much less to achieve the
desired result.
“And generally you need fewer
columns to cover much larger areas,
so installs are less invasive. This
equates to lower installation costs
compared with distributed systems,
and eliminates the need for delay
speakers in most cases.”
The technology is now routinely
used in airport terminals, railway
stations, houses of worship, indoor
sports halls, shopping malls, museums
and the like. In its most common
form, beam-steering is used for speech
(for which the vital frequency range
allows the use of 3in-4in drivers and

shorter arrays) rather than music,
where the need for higher SPLs and
adequate bass response means not
only driver size but array length – “you
need long arrays to gain control over
low frequencies”, cautions Screen –
have to be taken into account.
But the de facto inclusion of
processing technology means
beam-steering products answer plenty
of needs besides intelligibility. “DSP
allows many useful functions, such as
HF air absorption compensation,
delay, EQ and feedback killer,” says
Meynial.
“It also allows more intelligent
functions, such as automatic gain
control (AGC), or line supervision.
The latter is compulsory for
compliance with EN60849, which
applies to voice alarm systems. The
situation is not very clear regarding
the EN54-16, which does not concern
this type of product, but regulation
will certainly evolve.”

Now hear this
One of the major selling points for
Panphonics, a Finnish manufacturer
of Sound Shower speakers for banks,
retail stores, information kiosks,
service stations and so on, is
‘increasing your business with
directional audio’.
“Directional audio penetrates to the
emotional part of people’s brains,”

DCN Wireless Discussion System
Anywhere people meet...

The world’s most ﬂexible discussion system – now with enhanced functionality. The DCN Wireless Discussion
System now offers enhanced features like advanced, 128-bit AES Rijndael encryption to guarantee perfectly secure
discussions at even the most sensitive venues. And with the new ‘voice activation’ mode, delegates can hold faster,
more open debates to reach decisions quicker. Once again, Bosch takes the next step in conference management!
For more information visit our website or contact your nearest Bosch representative. www.boschsecurity.com
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Improved intelligibility at Montparnasse station
Montparnasse Station in Paris
includes two passenger halls in
addition to the main hall, shops
and a subway station. It
handles 50 million passengers
per year.
The main improvement
needed for the new PA
installation was perfect speech
intelligibility; other
requirements included SPL of

91dB ±2dB on the covered zone,
and EN60849 compatibility for
alarm and evacuation messages.
Architecture group AREP
undertook an acoustic survey and
recommended Active Audio’s
StepArray system. The first
installation (in Hall Maine – a
space 240m long and 35m wide)
used just eight SA250P columns,
mounted along the billboards

above the shops to help them
blend into the architecture. Four
mics capture the background
noise so the automated gain
control system can adjust the
level of diffusion. The second (in
Hall Vasarely – 70m x 100m with
two levels) used five SA250P, two
SA180P and one SA100P, with
three microphones for the
automatic gain control function.

says the company’s CEO, Kari
Mettälä, “and these have
direct links to brain parts
making buying decisions.”
Panphonics claims that
digital signage advertising
used in combination with
directional audio in retail
environments generates
between 70% and 300% more
sales than digital signage on
its own.
The technology can also be
useful, says Mettälä, to
guarantee privacy during
retail transactions, or even for
leisure applications, allowing,
for instance, a group of diners
to plug an iPod into the
Sound Shower speaker
serving their table so that

manufacturers have both a
low power line of columns (for
speech only), and a medium
power line (typically for
speech and music in
multipurpose rooms),” says
Meynial. “Moreover, several
line array manufacturers now
have products in which each
box of the line array has its
own DSP and amplification.
These two observations
demonstrate that the two
technologies – DSP columns
and concert line arrays – tend
to merge. It may well be that
many manufacturers will soon
have both lines of products in
their catalogues.”
“For Renkus-Heinz the
drive to develop digitally
steerable loudspeakers was in
part market-driven and in
part inspired by a desire to go
beyond the obvious and
create a new market by
bettering established
technology,” says marketing
manager Margie Ulm.
“The 2004 introduction of
Iconyx opened the floodgates.
The ability to steer sound away
from highly reflective walls and
ceilings and focus it on the
people was the important bit.
Even better was that this was
not merely a speech PA system
but musically proficient too:
add a subwoofer and you have
an ultra-compact full-range live
music system.”
As Iconyx gained
acceptance, Ulm says, there
were calls for higher power
versions to use in theatre and
opera house installs, and from
the rental market for tourable
versions for corporate AV –
leading to the development of
IC Live in 2008 and IC2,
launched at Prolight + Sound
2011.

features required to meet
worldwide legislative and
safety standards. We will
continue to develop beamsteering technology and
research higher SPL
applications. However, just
because there is a demand for
high SPL doesn’t mean that
the physics of beam steering
changes; that means smaller

‘Modern DSP
controlled
arrays offer a
level of
accuracy never
before
achievable’
Nick Screen, Duran Audio

they can enjoy their personal
music selection without
offending the restaurant’s
other patrons.
In fact, controllability is cited
as a major plus by all
manufacturers of directional
audio systems. It’s not only
reflective surfaces you don’t
want to bombard with
unwanted mid-high frequencies,
but neighbours too.
“Several DSP column
www.installationeurope.com

Laws of physics
Tannoy similarly cites
examples where its QFlex
system is shared by both
background music and
emergency PA/VA, though,
Hendry says: “We have been
concentrating on the PA/VA
element and providing the

high-power transducers,
keeping with dense spacing to
defeat aliasing. The same
number of transducers will be
required for effective fullrange steering and control.”
Indeed, argues Tom Back,
MD of Alcons Audio: “Beam
steering has proven its merits
for sure, but there’s no such
thing as a free lunch.” He

points to, among other things,
the relatively small steerable
frequency range, which
typically applies only to a midrange band, and the limited
SPL for 4in drivers.
He adds: “Hence our
development of a hybrid: the
Q-series, using physical
coupling behaviour (LF) and
18in line-source ribbon
transducers, without any DSP
processing.” Alcons claims
that this offers a very high
direct-to-indirect sound ratio
and excellent STI (Speech
Transmission Index) values
with full-range high
SPL response.
Meyer Sound is to enter the
beam-steering club with CAL
(Column Array Loudspeaker),
due for release early next year.
In a paper written by Perrin
Meyer in 2002, Meyer Sound
pointed out potential issues
with beam-steering

2-DAY ONLINE AUCTION
Due to revision of the portfolio we are sellling various event equipment of

Location:
Werner-Siemens-Straße 63
22113 Hamburg - Germany

± 6000 Lots Event Equipment
Extract from our auction list
AUDIO EQUIPMENT: CONSOLES: DIGICO, YAMAHA, MIDAS, SOUNDCRAFT,
DIGIDESIGN; SPEAKERS: JBL, EAW, MEYER SOUND, MARTIN AUDIO; WIRELESS EQUIPMENT:
SHURE, SENNHEISER; DJ PLAYERS/MIXERS: PIONEER, TECHNICS, ALLEN & HEATH, TASCAM, SONY,
DENON; ACCESSORIES: BSS, DRAWMER, APEX, LEXICON, ROLAND, YAMAHA, KLARK TEKNIK;

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT:

CONSOLES: AVOLITES, HIGH END SYSTEMS,
ADB, ETC; GENERIC LIGHTING: ETC, ADB, ROBERT JULIAT, THOMAS, PHILIPS, STRAND, NIETHAMMER; MOVING LIGHTS: VARI-LITE, MARTIN, CLAY PAKY; SEARCH LIGHTS: SPACE CANNON,
SYNCROLITE, SKYTRACKER; FOLLOW SPOTS: STRONG, SELECON, LYCIAN, ROBERT JULIAT; LED
LIGHTING: PIXELRANGE, LITEWARE, FALCON, EXPOLITE, SCHNICK-SCHNACK-SYSTEMS;
DIMMERS, CONVERTERS, BOOSTERS, ACCESSORIES;

VIDEO EQUIPMENT: PROJECTORS: NEC, BARCO, SANYO; SCREENS: NEC,
PANASONIC, PIONEER, SONY; LED SCREENS: BARCO, MARTIN and G-LEC; LED TRUCKS;
ACCESSORIES: SONY, JVC, PANASONIC;

RIGGING EQUIPMENT: CHAIN HOISTS: VERLINDE and CHAIN MASTER;
TRUSSING: PROLYTE, EUROTRUSS, SLICK, TOMCAT, THOMAS; ACCESSORIES;

BIDDING ONLY ON THE INTERNET
Wednesday
Thursday

26 OCTOBER
27 OCTOBER

Viewing:
Tuesday 18 October and Wednesday
19 October from 8.00 to 16.00 hrs

from 14.00 hrs
from 14.00 hrs

Scan me!

PHOTOS / Catalogue
and more information
on our website

www.TroostwijkAuctions.com
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NEW@IBC

HS-600

Museum practises what it preaches
The Frankfurt Museum of
Communication, which
celebrates the sharing of
information throughout
human history, moved to
purpose-built premises in
1990 – a modern, transparent
and open four-storey building
that makes extensive use of
hard reflective materials such
as glass, exposed concrete
and hardwood flooring. This
allows for well-lit and
unrestricted spaces, but poses
extreme acoustic challenges –
the museum received frequent

technology – specifically, the
difficulty of covering the full
11-octave frequency span of
the human ear, the
requirement for the sound
from two or more speakers in
the array to overlap (thus
making it difficult to use
horns or waveguides in beamsteering systems) and the
problem of back and ‘grating’
lobes (additional, hard-tocontrol beams which manifest
themselves differently at
different frequencies).
“To realise sound beam
steering and provide vocal
intelligibility for difficult
acoustical spaces, Meyer
Sound’s R&D has spent years
on sound directivity research
in collaboration with the
University of California
Berkeley’s Center for New
Music and Audio
Technologies (CNMAT),” says
John McMahon, Meyer
Sound executive director,
digital products. “Using
principles of wave field
synthesis and extremely
powerful digital processing,
CAL is a product that
introduces a level of precision



complaints about the poor
intelligibility of both speech and
background music. The irony of
such a situation at this particular
museum wasn’t lost.
Those problems have been
overcome by Tannoy’s QFlex beamsteering array system. Just four
QFlex 16 devices were required to
cover the majority of the affected
areas, discreetly mounted on
structural pillars. Beam steering
has significantly increased the
ratio of direct to indirect
(reflected) sound, giving far
greater control of coverage than

would have been possible
using conventional
loudspeakers. Intuitive control
software, digital audio input
and full provision for easy
integration with emergency
evacuation systems were other
performance advantages.
The final results in Frankfurt
speak for themselves. Not only
has QFlex solved a major
communication problem for
both staff and visitors, it has
done so with very little impact
on the crisp, clean lines of this
modern piece of architecture.

ONLINE EXTRAS: CASE STUDY
. Palacio de los Deportes Jose Maria Martin Carpena,
Spain: Four Duran Audio AXYS INTELLIVOX DS1608
digitally steerable, self-powered loudspeaker arrays
have been installed in this arena as part of an
audio transformation

SE-2800
- HD/SD Switcher
- 12 Channel
      
HD-SDI, SD-SDI, CVBS and HDMI
- HD and SD SDI output simultaneously
- Powerful multiscreen via 2 HDMI outputs
with 3 way selection
- 2 Channel DSK
- Logo insertion
- 2 PIP display with border
- PC remote control
- 19 rack mountable processing unit
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and control that the industry
hasn’t seen before.”
Inside each column is a
series of sets of four elements
– each made up of one 4-inch
driver plus three HF units –
and CAL will initially come in
96-, 64- and 32-element
formats.
And what of Duran Audio,
who started all this? “I think
what a lot of people still
don’t realise is that we have
already moved on from beam
steering into beam shaping
with our Intellivox DDS
range,” says Screen. “This
allows us to control both the
nearfield and farfield
directivity of an array.
“We plan to expand the
portfolio of products to solve
real-life problems, both in

terms of speech and music
reproduction – as
demonstrated recently by
the launch of our Beam
Shaping Subwoofers at
Prolight + Sound.”
As the technology gains
ground, its applications are
bound to increase. Screen
foresees a time when fashion,
rather than technological
need, will see steerable arrays
used in situations where a
simple point source system
would have sufficed. And
Meynial expects competition
and the growing market to
bring down prices. Beam
steering still won’t be cheap,
of course. But it only costs
$11.95 to get yourself a
ringtone that will remind you
why it’s good value. IE

www.activeaudio.fr  www.alconsaudio.com  www.duran-audio.com  www.meyersound.com
www.panphonics.com  www.renkus-heinz.com  www.tannoy.com
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- Light weight
Hand Carry Studio
- 8 Channel input
(6 CVBS and 2 DVI-D SD grade)
- 17.3 multi-image video monitor
- 8 input talkback system with tally feature
- Effects Wipe and Dissolve
- SMTPE Pattern Out
- 2 PIP functions
- Frame Still Store
- Luma key function for text overlay
- 2 AUX Out

HDR-500
- 19 rackmount HD/SD Broadcast recorder
- Input: HD/SD-SDI, HD/SD-YUV and
Timecode
- Output: HD/SD-SDI, HD/SD-YUV and HDMI
- Support embedded audio
- File system: NTFS
- File format: MXF OP1A
- HD: 120Mbps 4:2:2 l-frame only
- Removable HDD storage also suitable for SSD drives

Visit us at
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